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For each of the following questions please click on the button that corresponds to your opinion  
using the following scale: [ 1 = Poor, 2 = Fair, 3 = Good, 4 = Very Good, 5 = Excellent]

1 2 3 4 5

Facilitator(s) were 
knowledgeable.

Content was 
organized/appropriate.

My overall 
assessment of the 
workshop/session is:

Participant's report for posting to the NASA Website: 
This should focus on providing an overview of: Who; What; Where; When; Why; and How this 
relates to NASA/NAIT
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	Participant Name_e8jjhNJB*jufIT2hbHxNjg: Erroll Zastre
	Conference/Session Title_zo1R9gfGlKtrS3IvQ3gVKQ: ACIFA 2019
	Conference/Session Supplier_-1E4CClzt**W5RKKX4XDiw: Red Deer College
	Facilitator_4gIi5dhXUMuP691H-4-6hg: Red Deer College
	Date_NLNOLtDC6lXtzC8gFU45UA: 04/28/2019
	Location_4SyFx5SMHfKYdOH*4U435Q: Lake Louise 
	Facilitator(s) were knowledgea_hfMvEl1Plz-aEgYptYtd*A: 4
	Content was organized/appropri_j5SfHwym0nf1X1uWFwl8XQ: 4
	My overall assessment of the w_RDiERmSplj5mNq9iYtToMQ: 4
	Participant_s report for posti_oPJzpUQxd2aj82hbol0Dfg: I attended the keynote address from Medicine-Hat born naturalist Brian Keating.   In talking about creativity, he focussed on three stories from his voluminous experiences.    The first story was about a duck nesting in his backyard, and his efforts to find a creative solution to recurring skunk attacks.   His solution was to develop a protective nesting tube which he also suspended above the ground to provide a safe habitat from predators but still allow easy access.  As a result, a bond was formed between the nesting duck and Brian resulting in the duck making a yearly return to bear its young.The second story examined the challenges faced by whale biologists in the Antarctic in collecting scientific data.  Their creative solution was to use a 12th century technique, basically a crossbow to collect a blubber sample from the whales.   In addition, the creative use of drones are helping to revolutionize observations of whale pods.   As a result of these creative techniques, whale populations have experienced a renaissance in numbers.Finally, his third story related his work and relationship with Jane Goodall.   In particular, her pioneering work in Tanzania observing the long term development of a chimpanzee given the name of "Frodo".  The creative aspect was Dr. Goodall's observation and reporting on the previously unknown ability of chimpanzees to use tools. My takeaway from his address was that creativity comes in many forms, and there is no problem too small for which a creative solution cannot be found with the appropriate effort. I attended "The Importance of the Realistic Experience to Student Leaning" presented by Erin Lowe and Jodi Smith-Dorn both of Red Deer College.  They addressed a problem they were having with graduates from the Nursing program.   Although the nurses had mastered the appropriate material, they had a problem when faced with actual dynamic patient situations.  For example, treating a patient with a gastrointestinal difficulties that suddenly experiences a cardiac event.   To address this, they created a lab in which nursing students were presented with dynamic scenarios involving actors playing patients.  In this way, they could experience at least some of the unpredictable situations they could potentially encounter in their professional life, but in a "non-threatening" or "low-stakes" environment. In the MRI program at NAIT (for which I teach the physics component), they have incorporated "simulations" in which students do spend a day in scenarios involving actors as patients.  For myself, the presentation emphasized the importance of providing the student with real-world experiences wherever possible in order to help prepare them for their professional life.   Even in my physics course, I will try to find ways to relate MRI physics concepts to experiences they may encounter in the profession. I attended the session "The World was my Oyster but I Used the Wrong Fork" presented by Anne Blackburn.  Beyond the basic skills of knowing "which fork to use" or how to properly shake someone's hand, what I got out of this which is applicable to my teaching is the importance of recognizing the proper customs of different cultures and using that knowledge to avoid mistakes when interacting with people from these cultures.  This is very applicable to NAIT, one goal NAIT has is to increase the number of international students.  In the Petroleum program, for which I teach the introductory physics component, a large fraction of the population are students from countries other than Canada, or with strong cultural ties which lie outside my normal experiences.  My mission is to educate the students, but to effectively do this I need to form a positive working relationship with them.   Understanding their culture and the proper protocols when interacting with them would go a long way to ensuring a positive relationship is fostered. 


